Background: The recently proposed principal component analysis (PCA) based unsupervised feature extraction (FE) has successfully been applied to various bioinformatics problems ranging from biomarker identification to the screening of disease causing genes using gene expression/epigenetic profiles. However, the conditions required for its successful use and the mechanisms involved in how it outperforms other supervised methods is unknown, because PCA based unsupervised FE has only been applied to challenging (i.e. not well known) problems. Results: In this study, PCA based unsupervised FE was applied to an extensively studied organism, i.e., budding yeast. When applied to two gene expression profiles expected to be temporally periodic, yeast metabolic cycle (YMC) and yeast cell division cycle (YCDC), PCA based unsupervised FE outperformed simple but powerful conventional methods, with sinusoidal fitting with regards to several aspects: (i) feasible biological term enrichment without assuming periodicity for YMC; (ii) identification of periodic profiles whose period was half as long as the cell division cycle for YMC; and (iii) the identification of no more than 37 genes associated with the enrichment of biological terms related to cell division cycle for the integrated analysis of seven YCDC profiles, for which sinusoidal fittings failed. The explantation for differences between methods used and the necessary conditions required were determined by comparing PCA based unsupervised FE with fittings to various periodic (artificial, thus pre-defined) profiles. Furthermore, four popular unsupervised clustering algorithms applied to YMC were not as successful as PCA based unsupervised FE. Conclusions: PCA based unsupervised FE is a useful and effective unsupervised method to investigate YMC and YCDC. This study identified why the unsupervised method without pre-judged criteria outperformed supervised methods requiring human defined criteria.
Background
Small-sample-large-feature problems, which occur when limited numbers of samples are available despite a large number of associated features, are common when biomedical/genomic data sets are analyzed. This is because the number of features is often equal to or greater than the number of genes (i.e., tens of thousands), whereas the number of samples are usually as small as the number of patients (in vivo study) or cell lines (in vitro study), i.e. a few hundred but often fewer than ten. The recently proposed principal component analysis (PCA) based unsupervised feature extraction (FE) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] is an effective method to overcome these difficulties. Previously, PCA based unsupervised FE successfully identified stable (relatively insensitive to sample selection) sets composed of limited numbers of circulating microRNA that discriminated between multiple diseases (putative universal disease biomarkers), genes associated with aberrant promoter methylation commonly found among three distinct autoimmune diseases by integrating promoter methylation profiles from three distinct autoimmune diseases, and candidate disease-causing genes ranging from cancers to neurodegenerative diseases by integrating distinct expression profiles (genomic data and DNA methylation, mRNA and miRNA profiles, mRNA expression and promoter methylation). Despite several successful studies, the use of this methodology is not widely supported, possibly because no criteria regarding its successful use and the mechanisms involved in how it outperforms other methods have been reported. This lack of knowledge is because PCA based unsupervised FE was previously applied to challenging problems that other conventional methods cannot deal with to demonstrate superiority to existing methods. Without a comparison of results, the reasons why PCA based unsupervised FE can outperform other conventional methods cannot be determined.
In this study, we applied PCA based unsupervised FE to a well-established and extensively studied problem; namely the identification of Saccharomyces cerevisiae genes that exhibit temporal periodic expression. Because budding yeast genes have been ascribed well-defined functions to a greater degree than for other organisms, the suitability of genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE can be evaluated. Specifically, two kinds of gene expression profiles measured under distinct conditions -yeast metabolic cycle (YMC) and yeast cell division cycle (YCDC) -were analyzed such that evaluations made were not strictly dependent upon the specific example. We found that fitting to the assumed functions including frequently employed sinusoidal functions is often erroneous and this might explain why conventional and supervised methods are often outperformed by unsupervised methodologies that do not assume the length of period as well as functional forms to be fitted. This also generally demonstrates the disadvantage of employing model-based methodologies because they are popular or commonly used. To our knowledge, this is the first successful unsupervised identification of budding yeast genes that exhibit temporal periodicity without specifying the length of period or accessing the information of known (previously reported) cell cycle regulated genes.
Results

PCA based unsupervised FE applied to yeast metabolic cycle
PCA based unsupervised FE was applied to temporal gene expression observed during YMC [13] (see Methods). To identify principal component (PC) loadings that exhibited limit cycles, winding number analysis (see Methods) was applied. Figure 1 shows the Fig. 1 Upper triangle: scatter plots in YMC between the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ 4) PC loadings, v kj − v kj j , 1 ≤ j ≤ M, where M is the number of time points. Lower triangle: winding number W(M − 1); W(M − 1) at the kth row and k (< k)th column correspond to the scatter plot at the symmetric position, i.e., at the k th row and kth column. Time dependence of PC2 and PC3 loadings are shown in Fig. 3b . The contributions of PC loadings are 88.7, 6.2, 2.1 and 0.6 %, respectively, indicating that PC loadings, v kj , k = 2, 3, with contributions as small as a few percent that correspond to tens of genes when the total number of genes correspond to thousands, cannot be disregarded identification of winding numbers and scatter plots of PC loadings. Because the first four PC loadings exhibited limit cycles when combined with any of the other four, the four PCs were used for PCA based unsupervised FE (see Methods and Fig. 2) . The list of genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE is shown in Additional file 1: Table S1A .
To identify the biological significance of the identified genes, the identified genes were uploaded to g:profiler [14] , an enrichment analysis server. Although the full list of enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms and pathways is available in Additional file 2: Table S2A , some specific examples are discussed below.
Among the identified significant enrichments of 138 GO Biological Process (BP) terms, 125 were child terms of "metabolic process", which demonstrated the suitability of the methodology, because YMC was studied. Furthermore, most of the 46 significantly enriched GO Cellular Component (CC) terms were related to either ribosomes or mitochondria, both of which were also reported to be significant in a previous original research study [13] . Twenty-five GO Molecular Function (MF) terms and 13 Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways were significantly enriched including reasonable pathways, such as "TCA cycle", "Ribosome" and "metabolic pathways". Twenty-one significantly enriched REACTOME pathways were mainly related to metabolism. All of these enrichments suggested the successful identification of critical genes in YMC using PCA based unsupervised FE without specifying the length of period. To our knowledge, this is the first successful identification of cell cycle regulated genes without using the length of period or accessing the information of known (previously reported) cell cycle regulated genes.
Tu et al. [13] also tried to group genes according to time points that exhibited peaks and found that distinct biological functions were attributed to three groups of genes, which were also automatically detected by our methodology as shown below. Because the period of cell division cycle was expected to equal the longest period observed, PC2 and PC3 ( Fig. 1 ) were expected to represent the limit cycle corresponding to the cell division cycle Tu et al identified. Then, PCA based unsupervised FE was applied using only PC2 and PC3 (the list of genes is shown in Additional file 1: Table S1B ). Figure 3 shows two-dimensional embeddings of the identified genes onto the plane spanned by PC2 and PC3 scores (limit cycle composed of PC2 and PC3 loadings is overdrawn). Clustering genes to three clusters using K-means (see Methods) was used to identify the three wellseparated clusters (list of genes in each cluster is shown in Additional file 3: Document S1; black circles, red triangles and green crosses in Fig. 3 correspond to clusters 1, 2 and 3 in Additional file 3: Document S1, respectively). These clusters were clearly divided by angular variables (broken blue lines) despite the K-means not clustering genes apart from the a b Fig. 3 a Two dimensional embeddings of gene expression in YMC using PC2 and PC3 scores u kj , k = 2, 3, (the list of genes is shown in Additional file 1: Table S1B ). Black circle, red triangles, and green crosses represent genes extracted and gray circles represent other genes. Biological terms enriched in genes shown as black circles, red triangles and green crosses are available in columns Cluster_1, Cluster_2, and Cluster_3 in Additional file 4: Table S3 , respectively. Colors correspond to clusters identified by K-means. Solid blue lines represent PC2 and PC3 loadings and broken blue lines represent the boundary between the three clusters. b Time dependence of PC2 (black) and PC3 (red) loadings u kj , k = 2, 3 angular variables, but with two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. This suggested that PCA based unsupervised FE successfully identified three clusters coincident with phase variables during cell division cycles in an unsupervised manner without specifying the length of period. This demonstrates the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE over other methods.
To confirm the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE, we separately uploaded three groups of genes to g:profiler (Additional file 4: Table S3 ). These groups represented three distinct biological functions -ribosomes, mitochondria, and cell division -which were identified [13] as three functional groups assigned to three groups of genes. Thus, PCA based unsupervised FE without specifying the length of cell cycle period successfully identified the three functional gene groups identified by Tu et al. after their sophisticated and careful inspection of gene expression. Thus, PCA based unsupervised FE identified gene expression similar to supervised methods.
Moreover, PCA based unsupervised FE identified genes associated by periodic motion whose length of period was half of the cell cycle, because some orbits exhibited a figure eight shaped closed loop rather than a circle ( Fig. 1 ). As long as the assumed temporal periodicity is strictly coincident with cell division cycle (i.e., the length of period must be as long as the cell division cycle), it is impossible to identify genes associated with periodic motion whose length of period is half of the cell cycle. Because genes including those associated with periodic motion whose length of period is half of the cell cycle, are fully associated with the enrichment of various biological terms (Additional file 2: Table S2 ), it is critically important to identify these genes. However, they cannot be identified when using supervised methodology coincident with cell division cycle. Thus, PCA based unsupervised FE not only can reproduce the outcomes identified by supervised methodology ( Fig. 3 and Additional file 4: Table S3 ), but can also identify additional sets of cell cycle regulated genes that cannot be identified by supervised methods. Thus, PCA based unsupervised FE clearly outperformed the supervised methodology.
We also investigated protein-protein interactions (PPI) among genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE using PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4 (genes listed in Additional file 1: Table S1A ). We uploaded the list of genes to the STRING server [15] , which integrates various pairwise interactions between proteins. PPI enrichment estimated by STRING, which identified 419 genes among 422 uploaded genes, was 12,525, compared with the expected number, 5.50 × 10 3 (P = 0). Thus, there was highly significant PPI enrichment between the selected genes.
PCA based unsupervised FE applied to yeast cell division cycle
Although PCA based unsupervised FE was successfully applied to YMC, we confirmed its usefulness using another example, YCDC. Although YCDC is a yeast biological process that exhibits temporally periodic oscillations of gene expression, in contrast to the self-induced nature of YMC, YCDC is initiated from the artificially arrested G1 state; thus it is expected to differ from YMC. PCA based unsupervised FE was applied to seven of eight gene expression profiles in cyclebase [16] , which ranks genes based upon both periodicity and the amplitude of gene expression. One set of data [17] was excluded because de Lichtenberg et al. pre-screened genes based upon previous studies. Because PCA based unsupervised FE screens significant genes as outliers, it does not function without the inclusion of non-outliers (seemingly non-significant) genes. Winding number analysis was applied and a pair of PCs that exhibited limit cycle were identified (Additional file 5: Figure S1 ). PCA based unsupervised FE identified more than 100 genes for each profile (list of genes shown in Additional file 1: Table S1C to S1I). Identified genes were uploaded to g:profiler independently (Additional file 6: Table S4 , columns A to G correspond to Additional file 5: Figure S1A to S1G). A large number of identified biological terms were significantly enriched ( Fig. 4 ) and were specifically related to cell division cycle, e.g., "cell cycle", "cell cycle process", "cell cycle phase transition", "mitotic cell cycle", "mitotic cell cycle process", "DNA metabolic process", "DNA repair", (GO BP terms enriched in all seven experiments), "protein-DNA complexes", "replication fork", "nuclear replication fork", (GO CC terms enriched in all seven experiments) "cyclin-dependent protein serine/threonine kinase regulatory activity" (a GO MF term enriched in all seven experiments), "missmatch repair", "cell cycle -yeast", "DNA replication" (KEGG pathways enriched in all seven experiments), "cell cycle", "mitotic G1 -G1/S phases", "mitotic G2 -G2/M phases", (REACTOME pathways enriched in all seven experiments), and MCM1 and MCM1+SFF TF motifs (enriched in all seven experiments). Fkh2 was previously recognized as a critical component of the MCM1-SFF complex for the regulation of cell cycle-dependent gene expression [18] and regulates the cell division cycle of Schizosaccharomyces pombe [19] . Thus, PCA based unsupervised FE identified many biological terms specific to the cell division cycle for all seven experiments.
We also investigated PPIs among the selected genes. We uploaded the list of genes in Additional file 1: Table S1C (those identified by applying PCA based unsupervised FE to the cdc28-13 cell experiments described by Cho et al. [20] ) to the STRING server [15] . Although it was associated with the least number of enrichments ( Fig. 4 , gray bars), the number of PPI identified by STRING in 140 genes identified among 141 uploaded genes was 674, compared with the expected number, 2.83×10 2 (P = 0). Thus, there was a highly significant PPI enrichment between the selected genes. Table S1C and Additional file 6: Table S4A , black bars correspond to Additional file 5: Figure S1B , Additional file 1: Table S1D and Additional file 6: Table S4B , magenta bars correspond to Additional file 5: Figure S1C , Additional file 1: Table  S1E and Additional file 6: Table S4C , green bars correspond to Additional file 5: Table Figure S1D , Additional file 1: Table S1F and Additional file 6: Table S4D , blue bars correspond to Additional file 5: Figure S1E , Additional file 1: Table S1G and Additional file 6: Table S4E , cyan bars correspond to Additional file 5: Figure  S1F , Additional file 1: Table S1H and Additional file 6: Table S4F , and pink bars correspond to Additional file 5: Figure S1G , Additional file 1: Table S1I and Additional file 6: Table S4G Integration of YCDC gene expression using PCA based unsupervised FE
PCA based unsupervised FE identified common genes over seven experiments
Although we demonstrated PCA based unsupervised FE was successful for YMC and YCDC, the most important advantage compared with conventional (supervised) FE was integration. Because cyclebase is the integrated analysis of multiple cell division cycle gene expressions, it is the correct target for comparisons with integrated analysis using PCA based unsupervised FE. For integrated analyses by PCA based unsupervised FE, we used genes commonly selected among the seven experiments (see Fig. 5 ). Thirty-seven genes were identified in six or more of the seven experiments (list of genes is shown in Additional file 1: Table S1J ). This was remarkable, because several hundred genes were selected from each experiment, which included several thousand genes. The probability that as many as 37 genes were accidentally identified in six of seven independent experiments is extremely small.
Enrichment analyses via YeastMine and g:profiler
Although this suggested that integrated analysis using PCA based unsupervised FE was successful, to verify further the biological feasibilities of the 37 identified genes, we Schematic of integrated analysis of YCDC by PCA based unsupervised FE. After PCA based unsupervised FE was applied to each of seven experiments, seven sets of genes were identified. Then, the frequency of each gene identified within the seven sets of genes was counted. Thirty-seven genes were associated with more than or equal to six counts uploaded these genes and 36 of the top ranked genes in cyclebase (list of genes is shown in Additional file 1: Table S1K ) to the enrichment server, g:profiler (Additional file 7: Table S5 ). Performance in GO BP enrichment was comparable between PCA based unsupervised FE and cyclebase. The most important GO terms, e.g., "cell cycle", "cell cycle process", "mitotic cell cycle", "mitotic cell cycle process", and "DNA repair" were shared between PCA based unsupervised FE and cyclebase, although the number of genes identified in each term were greater in PCA based unsupervised FE than in cyclebase and "cell division" and "reproduction" were enriched only in genes identified by PCA based supervised FE. Although genes extracted from cyclebase had a greater enrichment of CC GO terms than PCA based unsupervised FE, the number of critical GO terms was comparative: "cellular bud" and "cellular bud neck" were enriched in genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE while "replication fork" and "nuclear replication fork" were enriched in genes extracted from cyclebase. Enrichment in GO MF terms was greater in genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE because "cyclin-dependent protein serine/threonine kinase regulator activity" was enriched while "protein heterodimerization" was the only GO MF term enriched in genes extracted from cyclebase. Although two KEGG pathway terms "cell cycle -yeast" and "missmatch repair" were enriched in genes extracted from cyclebase and PCA based unsupervised FE, the number of genes included in both KEGG pathways were greater in genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE. The REACTOME pathway exhibited the biggest distinction -many REACTOME pathways specifically related to cell division cycle; e.g., "M phase", "mitotic G1-G1/S phases", "mitotic G2 -G2/M phases", and "regulation of mitotic cell cycle" were enriched in genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE, while the only REACTOME pathways enriched in genes extracted from cyclebase were polymerase related pathways. Although PCA based unsupervised FE correctly detected the enrichment of two TFs, MCM1 and SFF (see above), cyclebase identified only one TF, STE11, which has not been previously reported to be directly related to cell division cycle, although the enrichment of TF targeting was even originally employed to demonstrate the superiority of cyclebase over other data bases [21] . Overall, the performance by PCA based unsupervised FE outperformed cyclebase.
To confirm the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE over cyclebase, genes were uploaded to an alternative enrichment server, YeastMine [22] (full list of results is shown in Additional file 8: Table S6 ). YeastMine was employed as well as g:profiler because it specifically targets yeasts. Thus, slight differences missed by g:profiler might be detected by YeastMine. Table 1 shows the top five GO BP terms/publications for both gene sets. As expected, YeastMine reported a clear superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE over cyclebase. GO BP terms enriched in genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE were directly related to the cell division cycle, whereas genes from cyclebase were not. For publication enrichment, PCA based unsupervised FE outperformed cyclebase, because the top ranked publication for genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE included 20 genes and studied cell division cycle while the genes identified by cyclebase only included seven genes and did not directly study cell division cycle.
Gene-gene interactions via identification servers, STRING and GeneMania
We also uploaded 37 genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE and 36 genes extracted from cyclebase to the STRING server, which identified 155 PPIs and 101 PPIs, respectively (P = 0 for both) while the expected number of PPIs was 30 and 22, respectively. Although both were significant, genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE identified more PPIs (1.5-fold greater).
Two sets of genes were additionally uploaded to GeneMania [23] , another gene-gene interaction identification server. Again, this analysis demonstrated greater numbers of gene-gene interactions between genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE than those by cyclebase ( Fig. 6 ). Thus, independent of the servers employed, genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE interacted with each other to a greater degree than those identified by cyclebase.
Taken together, these findings indicate the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE compared with cyclebase with regards to integrated analysis and enrichment analyses of identified genes. These results demonstrate how PCA based unsupervised FE outperformed sinusoidal fitting.
Discussion
Comparison with synthetic data sets
To confirm the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE over FEs based on sinusoidal fittings, we applied both to synthetic data sets (see Methods). P values were attributed to each gene by either PCA based unsupervised FE using the first and second PC score determined by gene embedding or sinusoidal regression. P-values were adjusted by the Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) criterion [24] and genes associated with adjusted P-values less than 0.01 were selected. Table 2 shows the confusion matrixes averaged over 100 independent ensembles with changing noise-signal ratio A from 1 to 6 (gene expression with larger A was more disturbed (non-sinusoidal)). PCA based unsupervised FE always achieved 100 % accuracy independent of the amount of A, while the accuracy achieved by sinusoidal fitting gradually deceased as A increased. This suggested the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE over sinusoidal regression.
The reason for this superiority was because PCA based unsupervised FE detected circular structures embedded in a two-dimensional plane spanned by the first and second Identification of a core set of signature cell cycle genes whose relative order of time to peak expression is conserved across species Figure S2(A) ). As shown in Additional file 9: Figure S2(B) , circular structures were fully independent of sinusoidal shapes of PC loadings attributed to samples. Despite this, successful regression analysis between pre-defined non-sinusoidal periodic functions (C j and S j ) and PC loadings (v kj , k = 1, 2) suggested the ability of PCA based unsupervised FE to reproduce original non-sinusoidal functional forms (Additional file 9: Figure S2 (C) and (D)). Of note, PCA based unsupervised FE correctly identified non-sinusoidal periodic gene expression. This might explain why PCA based unsupervised FE performed well even when gene expression profiles were far from sinusoidal as shown Additional file 5: Figure S1 . This supports the robustness of PCA based unsupervised FE and the superiority over sinusoidal regression based FE. 
Usage of g:profiler instead of DAVID
g:profiler was used as an enrichment analysis server instead of the more popular The Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) [25] because our preliminary experiments suggested DAVID identifies less enrichments than g:profiler, which allows DAVID to enhance the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE more than g:profiler. DAVID overlooked enrichments in 36 genes extracted from cyclebase, while g:profiler did not. In the integrated analysis of YCDC, DAVID did not identify the enrichments of cell division cycle specific GO BP terms in 36 genes extracted from cyclebase including "cell division", "cell cycle phase", "M phase", "mitosis", "regulation of cell cycle", and "M phase of mitotic cell cycle", which were identified by g:profiler. Because the primary purpose of this study was not to demonstrate superiority, but to investigate why PCA based unsupervised FE was superior, too large an outperformance of PCA based unsupervised FE should be avoided. Thus, we decided to use g:profiler instead of DAVID.
The feasibility of three clusters identified in Fig. 3 The number of clusters in Fig. 3 was assumed to be three based upon a previous study [13] . This estimation was not based upon our own analysis. To determine whether a cluster number of three was justified, we applied a Gaussian mixture clustering algorithm that reports the optimal number of clusters in a data driven way (see Methods). Figure 7 shows the comparison of clustering between K-means and Gaussian mixer. The optimal number of clusters identified by Gaussian mixture was not three, which we employed to perform K-means ( Fig. 3) . However, the seven clusters identified did not contradict the three clusters identified by K-means. Table 3 shows a comparison between the two identified clusterings. Cluster 1 identified by K-means was mostly composed of clusters 1 and Fig. 7 Comparisons between K-means (symbols, identical to those in Fig. 3 ) and Gaussian mixture (colors, clusters 1 to 7 correspond to black, red, green, blue, cyan, pink and yellow, respectively) Table 3 Comparison between clusters identified by K-means and Gaussian mixture shown in Fig Rows: Gaussian mixture, columns: K-means 5 identified by Gaussian mixture; cluster 2 identified by K-means was mostly composed of clusters 2 and 3 identified by Gaussian mixture; and cluster 3 identified by K-means was mostly composed of clusters 4, 6 and 7 identified by Gaussian mixture. Although there were some discrepancies (cluster 3 identified by Gaussian mixtures was divided into clusters 1 and 2 identified by K-means, while a few genes within clusters 6 and 7 identified by Gaussian mixture were classified into K-means-identified clusters 1 and 2 that differed from cluster 3 where the majority of genes in clusters 6 and 7 identified by Gaussian mixture belong), the majority of genes were similarly clustered between Kmeans and Gaussian mixture. The detailed analysis given by mclust is shown in Additional file 10: Figure S3 also strengthens the feasibility of assuming a cluster number of three. The dependence of Bayesian information criterion (BIC) upon cluster numbers showed a quick increase of BIC up to three clusters while BIC increased slowly between cluster numbers 3 and 7. This suggested that the cluster number of three was of primary importance. In addition, both "Classification Uncertainty" and "log Density Contour Plot" clearly show three clusters, not seven. Taken together, we assumed the three clusters in Fig. 3 were feasible.
Comparison between PCA based unsupervised FE and FE based on fitting to various periodic functions using biological term enrichments
PCA based unsupervised FE was superior to frequently used sinusoidal fittings from a biological point of view. However, it is still unclear why unsupervised methods can outperform supervised methods. To investigate this, we intentionally performed fittings to YMC and YCDC using other periodic functions, as well as PC loadings used for FEs (see Methods and Fig. 8 . A full list of genes identified is shown in Additional file 1: Table S1L to S1S). Gene expression of YCDC was obtained from the cdc28-13 cell experiments reported by Cho et al. [20] that were least biologically significant, because we intended to minimize the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE as discussed above. The extracted genes were uploaded to g:profiler (see Fig. 9 ). A list of enriched biological terms in YMC and YCDC are shown in Additional file 11: Table S7 and Additional  file 12: Table S8 , respectively, whose columns A, B, C, D and E correspond to PCA based unsupervised FE, fittings to PCs used for FE, sinusoidal, square and triangular wave functions, respectively. Bar plots show the number of enriched biological terms are distinct between YMC and YCDC (Fig. 9 ). The number of enriched biological terms in genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE were the greatest in YMC, but the smallest in YCDC; the latter indicated that too great a superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE was successfully suppressed as intended. However, Venn diagrams did not show much distinction between YMC and YCDC but exhibited a distinction between PCA based unsupervised FE and FE based upon fittings; genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE were always accompanied by biological terms not enriched in fittings that was not dependent on how many enrichments were identified in genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE. For example, three of five REACTOME pathways enriched in YCDC only identified by PCA based unsupervised FE were "Mitotic G2-G2/M phases", "G2/M Transition", and "Cyclin A/B1 associated event during G2/M transition", which are highly cell division cycle specific. Ten GO CC terms enriched in YCDC only identified by PCA based unsupervised FE included "cell periphery", "cell wall" and "fungal type cell wall", which are also highly cell division cycle specific. Thus, PCA based unsupervised FE can identify biological terms not detected by FE based upon fittings, despite the selection of gene expression profiles to which PCA based unsupervised FE achieved the least performance.
This might explain why PCA based unsupervised FE can outperform FE based upon fittings to functions including sinusoidal functions, because PCA based unsupervised FE must be distinct from FE based upon fittings to outperform them. Of note, PCA based unsupervised FE and FE based upon fittings to PCs were comparable because both employed the same functions, with the only difference being how to rank gene expression profiles based upon PCs. FE based upon fittings evaluates gene expression profiles using correlations while PCA based unsupervised FE evaluates gene expression profiles using the amount of projection to the plane spanned by PCs. FE based on fittings to PCs has an inferior ability to extract genes not extracted by sinusoidal, square or triangular wave functions compared with PCA based unsupervised FE, because the numbers filled in the region that exhibits genes extracted by FE only based upon fittings to PCs is as small as FE based upon fittings to either sinusoidal, square or triangular wave functions (Fig. 9 ). This can be understood as follows. Table S7 (YMC; (a) to (e)) and Additional file 12: Table S8 (YCDC, Cho et al. [20] study of cdc28-13 cells; (f) to (j)); columns A, B, C, D and E in Additional file 11: Table S7 and Additional file 12: Table S8 correspond to PCA based unsupervised FE, fittings to PCs used for FE (PC1, PC2, PC3, and PC4 for YMC, PC2 and PC3 for YCDC), sinusoidal, square and triangular wave functions, respectively
Suppose that x(t) is a gene expression time course of a gene at time t and x(t) is composed of two parts; i) a part not coincident with the considered functional form (thus, apparently assumed to be biologically irrelevant, noisy) part x n (t) and ii) a significant part x s (t) that is coincident with the considered functional forms, e.g., PCs or various periodic functions (Fig. 11) , i.e., x(t) = x n (t) + x s (t). Fitting to PCs evaluates each gene by the ratio of x s (t) to x(t) because it makes use of the correlation between x(t) and x s (t), while PCA based unsupervised FE evaluates the amount of x s (t) because it measures the projection onto the plane spanned by two PCs used for FE. This is the main difference between the two methodologies. Because a projection-based approach, i.e., PCA based unsupervised FE, seems to outperform other FEs based upon fittings, rankings based upon projections are more biologically feasible in the present study than those based upon correlations.
This may be reasoned biologically as follows: genes often have multi-functional effects, thus x n (t) should not be regarded as a penalty, but should be simply ignored, because x n (t) may not be noise but is considered not to have a function, e.g., housekeeping genes. Alternatively the superiority of projection to correlation may also be interpreted biologically as follows: under biological situations where periodic motions are strongly induced, many genes passively exhibit periodic gene expression. This phenomenon can be observed in other organisms; for example, although many genes in cyanobacteria exhibit circadian rhythms, they are suppressed by the knockout of a small number of genes [26] . Therefore, sinusoidal fittings are not always a good strategy to identify genes that induce circadian rhythms, because passively oscillating genes may also exhibit circadian rhythm. Similarly, in YMC and YCDC, simple fittings to periodic functions or PCs are inferior to PCA based unsupervised FE, which consider projections onto x s (t) that exhibit biologically feasible periodic motion rather than a correlation between x(t) and x s (t). This is illustrated in Fig. 10 , which shows a Venn diagram in YMC between genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE using only PC2 and PC3, genes selected based on fittings to PC2 and PC3, and genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE using PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4. As discussed above, the genes in YMC identified by PCA based unsupervised FE using PC1, PC2, PC3, and PC4 were biologically feasible. Genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE using only PC2 and PC3 almost overlapped with the subset of genes identified by PCA based unsupervised FE using PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4, while genes selected by FE based on fittings to PC2 and PC3 do not. This suggests that projection is better than correlation if x n (t) cannot be definitely considered to be noise, and thus biologically irrelevant.
Comparisons with other unsupervised clustering and embedding methods
Previous unsupervised studies of YMC/YCDC
Finally, we investigated the comparison between PCA based unsupervised FE and other apparently unsupervised FE when applied to YCDC or YMC. For example, Tamayo et al. [27] applied SOM to YCDC and reported the identification of cell cycle regulated genes in an unsupervised manner. However, they had to filter genes before applying SOM and there was no discussion regarding how they determined the filtering criteria. In addition, SOM has many parameters that must be tuned, e.g., number of cells and lattice type on which cells are located. It is not clear how many were performed before obtaining their best results, and thus this system might be considered not to Fig. 10 Venn diagram between genes identified by PCA based unsupervised with PC2 and PC3 (gray), with PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4 (green) and by FE based upon fittings to PC2 and PC3 (red), in YMC [13] be unsupervised. To decide which cluster should be used for FE, they selected clusters associated with known cell division cycles. This is a potential limitation because gene expression profiles associated with a period distinct from the cell cycle period might be missed. Another example is a study by Rowicka et al. [28] , who identified cell cycle regulated genes without specifying cell division cycle using an entropy method; however, they extracted genes associated with gene expression similar to known cell cycle regulated genes. Thus, to our knowledge, no methods as unsupervised as ours have successfully identified cell cycle regulated genes. The only assumption we made was that gene expression must be periodic (i.e., winding number analysis) regardless of the period.
Other unsupervised clustering
To emphasize further the superiority of PCA based unsupervised FE over ordinary (unsupervised) clustering, we investigated other (unsupervised) clustering methods. We applied four frequently used clusterings to YMC (see Additional file 13: Document S2). We found no clustering methods that could compete with PCA based unsupervised FE because clustering methods have no ability to separate aperiodic (thus seemingly noisy) profiles from periodic profiles, which is successfully achieved by PCA based unsupervised FE (Fig. 3a) . Thus, the four (unsupervised) clustering methods tested could not form clusters whose representative profiles were as periodic as those shown in Fig. 3b . Therefore, we concluded that PCA based unsupervised FE was superior to the four (unsupervised) clustering methods.
Other unsupervised embedding methodologies
We also investigated replacing PCA with other embedding methods. The usage of kernel tricks [29] together with an embedding method was unsuccessful because it provided nothing to correspond with PC loadings, which enables the biological interpretation of embeddings and specification of which PCs should be used for FE. In contrast, independent component analysis (ICA) [30] could replace PCA, because it provides mixing weights that correspond to PC loadings. However, after replacing PCA with ICA for YMC analyses, we found that ICA often provided more than two almost identical profiles as independent components, because ICA attempts to maximize the overall (average) mutual independences among components; thus, local independence (independence among a specific pair of components) is not guaranteed. Furthermore, ICA does not provide variables that can be used to evaluate the importance of a PC in PCA. Therefore, identifying components used for FE in ICA is more difficult. Currently we do not have anything to replace PCA in PCA based unsupervised FE.
Conclusions
In this study, we applied the recently proposed PCA based unsupervised FE to two budding yeast cell division time course data sets. It outperformed conventional supervised sinusoidal fitting methodologies, which demonstrated the superiority of the unsupervised method over the supervised method. This might explain why PCA based unsupervised FE often outperformed supervised methods when previously applied to various problems. A comparison study between PCA based unsupervised FE and other fitting based FEs identified the mechanism involved in why PCA based unsupervised FE outperforms sinusoidal fitting based FEs.
Methods
Relationships between the figures and tables
Because we have presented many figures and tables whose relationships are very complicated, these are explained in Additional file 14: Figure S4 . Please note that Additional file 2: Table S2 and Additional file 6: S4A are equivalent to Additional file 11: Table S7A and Additional file 12: S8A, to enhance their understanding.
Gene expression profiles
The YMC gene expression profiles analyzed were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with GEO ID GSE3431. A file "GSE3431_series_matrix.txt" included in "Series Matrix File(s)" was downloaded. YCDC gene expression was downloaded from cyclebase [16] . They were normalized to have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 within each sample (i.e., 1 N i x ij = 0 and 1 N i x 2 ij = 1, where N is the total number of genes. No further normalization procedures were applied).
PCA based unsupervised FE
Although our proposed method, PCA based unsupervised FE, was extensively and successfully applied to various biological problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [31] [32] [33] , we briefly review the methodology here. The method is composed of two parts: i) gene embedding and ii) gene selection (Fig. 2) .
Briefly, PCA based unsupervised FE, in contrast to the ordinary usage of PCA, uses features (genes) embedded into the low dimensional space rather than samples. After specifying PCs that exhibit biological significance, features as outliers along the specified PC are extracted as important features. The philosophy behind this methodology is that if a set of features have common dependence upon samples, no matter what they are, they are more likely to construct PCs because PCs represent the majority of behaviors. Samples dependent on PCs likely represent biological significance, e.g., the distinction between control and treated samples. Although there is no evidence to support this hypothesis, it is a simple methodology that is not computationally challenging. Gene expression profiles are normalized to have a mean of zero and unit variance before applying PCA.
Gene embedding by PCA
Suppose that we have mRNA expression x ij of ith mRNA of jth sample. It is also supposed that 1
X is the matrix whose element is x ij . In contrast to the usual usage of PCA, where samples are embedded, genes (mRNAs) are embedded in the PCA based upon unsupervised FE. Then kth PC score u ki attributed to ith gene can be computed as the element of eigenvector u k of the Gram matrix G ≡ XX T , XX T u k = λ k u k where λ k is eigen value ordered such that λ k+1 < λ k . The kth PC loading v kj attributed to jth sample can be computed as the element of v k = X T u k , which is the eigenvector of the matrix X T X, because
Winding number analysis
To identify limit cycles represented by the series of vectors composed of pairs of PC load- and v k,k j+1 , which is specifically defined
where sign(x) takes ±1 dependent upon the sign of x. We extracted outliers along the pair of kth and k th PC loadings associated with the largest | W (M − 1) | within the range k, k ≤ 4, because orbits do not seem to be limit cycles for some pair k, k > 4 with sufficiently large | W (M − 1) |. In addition, for the gene expression shown in Additional file 5: Figure S1D , time points j > 30 were excluded when computing PC scores used for FE, because the time points j > 30 seemingly deviated from limit cycles and using points j > 30 substantially decreased the number of genes extracted as outliers.
Feature extraction
Gene embedding was performed in PCA based unsupervised FE. Then after identifying a set k of PCs whose PC loading were coincident with the distinction between treated and control samples, outlier genes were identified by assuming a Gaussian distribution of PC scores using χ square distribution,
is the cumulative probability of χ squared distribution when the argument is larger than x and σ k is the standard deviation of kth PC scores. Then, if BH criterion [24] adjusted P i < 0.01 (for YMC) or P i < 0.05 (for YCDC), the ith gene is identified as an outlier.
Enrichment analysis using g:profiler and YeastMine
Extracted gene IDs in YMC and YCDC were converted to gene symbols based on the probe annotation file available at GEO ID: GPL90 (although GPL90 was associated with GEO ID GSE3431, we used it for cyclebase and unified analysis). A list of gene symbols were uploaded to the "Cocoa:Compact Compare of Annotations" pages included in the g:profiler web pages. Output was extracted as either an Excel or PDF file by specifying the output type option. Gene symbols were also uploaded to YeastMine. P-values were adjusted by specifying the BH criterion.
K-means clustering and Gaussian mixture
PC2 and PC3 scores of extracted genes were processed by the kmeans function included in R [34] . To compensate for the initial configuration dependence of K-means, majority clustering was identified within 100 trials by specifying nstart=100. Gaussian mixture clustering was performed for the same gene set using the Mclust function in the mclust package [35] and R [34] with default settings.
PPI identification via STRING and gene-gene interaction identification via GeneMania
For both servers, gene symbols used for enrichment analyses were uploaded. For STRING, after selecting the "multiple proteins" menu, organism was specified in the pull down menu below ("Saccharomyces cerevisiae"). "PPI enrichment p-value" will appear under the "Analysis" tab. For GeneMania, in "Customise Advanced options" menu, both "Max resultant genes/attributes" were set to zero to identify only interactions within the uploaded genes.
Regression analysis for FE based on fitting
Gene expression profiles were fitted toward the following regression function: x(t) = C 0 + C 1 f (t) + C 2 f t + T 4 where f (t) is a periodic function that satisfies f (t + T) = f (t). For simplicity, we considered only symmetric functions satisfying the following two conditions: f t − T 4 = f T 4 − t and f t + T 2 = −f (t). This requires that the function should be symmetric with the first half of one period and that amplitudes are reversed between the first half and the latter half within one period. Then, the functions shown in Fig. 11 (sinusoidal, step and triangular wave) were specifically employed to determine the difference between distinct periodic functions sharing the same period, T; T corresponded to 12 and 8 times points for YMC [13] and YCDC [20] , respectively. Therefore, 36 time points in YMC and 16 time points in YCDC were regarded as three times and two times as long as the cell division cycle period, respectively. The numbers of gene IDs extracted based upon regression analyses were equivalent to the number of gene IDs extracted by PCA based unsupervised FE, because the purpose of regression analysis was to compare the significance of extracted genes between PCA based unsupervised FE and those identified by regression analysis. If we uploaded a distinct number of genes to g:profiler between PCA based unsupervised FE and FE based upon fitting, FE with larger (smaller) genes would achieve more (less) significance. This may prevent a comparison of performances between PCA based unsupervised FE and FE based upon fittings. A represents the ratio of noise-to-signal (pure sinusoidal function); a larger A causes C j and S j to become more distant from pure sinusoidal functions. Please note that C j and S j for j = 1, . . . 10 2 remain as complete periodic functions despite the addition of noises, S j mod 25 and C j mod 25 , because noises are also periodic functions. P-values were attributed to x ij assuming the sinusoidal regression equation
where α i , β i and γ i are regression coefficients. The lm function in R [34] was used for regression analysis.
